Reviews of Nonfiction Titles for Adults

Recommended for beginning and advanced students of Jewish and comparative mysticism,
Jewish thought, modern Jewish history, post-Holocaust theology, and American Jewish culture.
Includes a bibliography of select publications by Katz.
David B Levy, Touro College NYC
Zer-Zion, Shelly.  = הבימה בברליןHabima in Berlin: The Institutionalization of a Zionist Theatre.
Jerusalem: Magnus Press, 2015. 282 pp. 79.20 NIS (978965493844). Hebrew.
Habima (“the stage”) was first established as a Russian-Jewish-Hebrew theater in Moscow in
1917. It was innovative and bold from the start. Not only in its language but also in terms of what it
defined as its goals. Habima’s members were idealistic and went far beyond practical and economic
considerations. Habima traveled and performed all over the world and was seldom far away from
financial crisis. While in Berlin between 1926 and 1931, however, it firmly developed its Zionistic
character.
Zer-Zion divides Habima in Berlin into three distinct periods: 1. The first visit in 1926 with a Jewish
repertoire—HaDibuk, Jacob’s Dream, The Eternal Jew, and HaGolem. 2. The years 1927-1928, during
which Habima was established as a Zionist-Jewish Theater. A “Friends of Habima” was also created;
among the organizers were: Sami Groneman, Wilfrid Israel, and Margot Klauzner. 3. Habima’s last stay
in Germany during the years 1929-1931. A separate conclusion evaluates Habima’s German heritage
once it settled in Palestine in 1931.
Habima in Berlin ends with an elaborate multilingual (Hebrew, Yiddish, English, German, Russian) List
of Sources. Photos dispersed throughout the book lend a personal quality to the work. Habima in Berlin is
a research-reference book that should be in any academic library, especially in theater departments.
Nira Wolfe, Highland Park, IL
Zohar, Uri. Breakthrough: How to Reach Our Struggling Kids. Adapted and translated into English
by Doniel Baron and Yonoson Rosenblum. Jerusalem, Israel: Feldheim Publishers, 2016. 95 pp. $9.99.
(9781680252316).
In this short book, Rabbi Uri Zohar shares his and his wife’s experiences in raising their own Jewish
observant children. Rabbi Zohar actively collaborated with the translator, Rabbi Doniel Baron, and
Yonoson Rosenblum, in creating this new edition of Rabbi Zohar’s 2004 Hebrew essay.
The conflict between adolescent kids and their parents (or caregivers) is a familiar phenomenon. It
is in the repertoire of virtually every parent’s experience. When the additional discipline of religiousobservance is added to daily life, there are simply more areas for parent children conflict. Breakthrough
has four chapters: Embracing the Challenge; Giving Only What They Can Receive; The Challenge;
Understanding Rebellion. The notes that appear at the bottom of the appropriate pages are in Hebrew.
The book has no index or bibliography.
Breakthrough is an inspiring guide book to parents of struggling teenagers. The relevance of the
approach presented in this book extends beyond issues of religious observance. The book supports
and focuses on the important idea that parents believe in their children’s ability to respond to sincere
parental support and direction. Parents believe that free will leads children to finding an appropriate
and consistent Jewish way of life. This book is a worthy addition to any public library or personal
collection. It can be a useful reference for all parents committed to facilitating their children’s embrace
of good and productive values consistent with their personality and tradition.
Nira Wolfe, Highland Park, IL
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